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A graph transformation procedure is described that enables waiting times, rate constants, and
committor probabilities to be calculated within a single scheme for finite-state discrete-time Markov
processes. The scheme is applicable to any transition network where the states, equilibrium
occupation probabilities, and transition probabilities are specified. For networks involving many
states or slow overall kinetics, the deterministic graph transformation approach is faster and more
accurate than direct diagonalization of the transition matrix, kinetic Monte Carlo, or iterative
procedures. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.3133782兴
I. INTRODUCTION

II. RATE CONSTANT FORMULATIONS

Transition networks are widely used to model the kinetics of complex systems in the physical sciences.1–3 In this
framework, we specify a set of states and the transition rates
between them. Global dynamical properties are then usually
analyzed using a Markov assumption, where transition probabilities only depend on the current state and not on how this
state was reached. A pathway defined in terms of such transitions for a discrete, finite, or countably infinite-state space
is called a Markov chain.4–6 Transition networks of this type
can be specified using data from molecular dynamics simulations to produce Markov state models.7–19 Alternatively,
transition states on the potential energy surface can be located using geometry optimization techniques, with rate constants between local minima defined using unimolecular rate
theory. For example, in the discrete path sampling 共DPS兲
approach,20–22 a database of connected stationary points is
systematically expanded23–25 in an effort to represent the global kinetics by a finite set of states. A similar philosophy has
been used by other groups in constructing connected stationary point databases for a variety of systems.1,26–30
Extracting the overall kinetic information from large
transition networks can become computationally expensive
or intractable, especially for slow dynamics corresponding to
“rare events,”31–37 which is the usual motivation for DPS
studies. In the previous work, we have described how a
graph transformation 共GT兲 approach2,38,39 can be used to
overcome the slow convergence and numerical problems associated with iterative and stochastic schemes. In the present
contribution, we define an alternative transformation, which
enables us to calculate phenomenological two-state rate constants within a hierarchy of approximations in a single
framework. This formulation therefore provides an efficient
means to evaluate the accuracy of a steady-state 共SS兲 approximation for states in the intervening region between the
product and the reactant, and the extent to which local equilibration within the latter regions is achieved on the time scale
of interest for the given network.

Once we have adopted the Markov assumption for transitions between the states of the system, the resulting network can be represented as a graph4,10,40,41 where nodes correspond to states and edges correspond to direct connections
with nonzero transition probabilities. We define P␣␤ as the
transition probability from state ␤ to state ␣, where
兺␣ P␣␤ = 1 for a sum over the adjacent nodes that are directly
connected to ␤ 共or all nodes, since the remaining direct transition probabilities are zero兲. This convention for the ordering of subscripts is adopted for transition probabilities and
rate constants throughout the present contribution, following
van Kampen.43 Within this framework, we have previously
derived a hierarchy of expressions for phenomenological
two-state rate constants.2,20,22
In the DPS scheme, we calculate transition probabilities
as P␤␣ = k␤␣ / 兺␦k␦␣ using rate constants for directly connected minima, k␦␣. We normally estimate the k␦␣, partition
functions for individual minima, and equilibrium occupation
probabilities, p␣eq, using harmonic densities of states and transition state theory, but the present analysis is independent of
how these parameters or the network itself is obtained. Treating the possible transitions from a given minimum, ␣, as
independent Poisson processes, the waiting time for any transition from that state follows a Poisson distribution42 with
escape rate 兺␦k␦␣ and mean waiting time ␣ = 1 / 兺␦k␦␣, so
that P␤␣ = k␤␣␣.
The assumption of Markovian transitions between adjacent local minima enables the global kinetics to be written in
terms of a set of linear master equations,43,44
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dp␣共t兲
= 兺 k␣␤ p␤共t兲 − p␣共t兲 兺 k␤␣ ,
dt
␤
␤

共1兲

where p␣共t兲 is the occupation probability of minimum ␣ at
time t. To define phenomenological two-state rate constants,
we now classify the states as reactant, A, and product, B,
with all other states assigned as intervening and belonging to
a third set, I. If local equilibration is assumed to be fast in the
A and B regions and the steady-state 共SS兲 approximation is
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applied to the I set, we obtain the following expression for
the two-state rate constant from A to B:20
SS
kBA

=

=

1

kbi1ki1i2 ¯ kina peq
a

兺

pAeq b←a 兺␣1k␣1i1兺␣2k␣2i2 ¯ 兺␣nk␣nin
1
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pAeq b←a

1

12

,

−1
¯ Pin−1in Pina peq
a a ,

共2兲

where pAeq = 兺a苸A peq
a is the equilibrium occupation probability
SS
is obfor the A set. The corresponding expression for kAB
tained by exchanging the labels corresponding to the A and B
sets. The sum is over all paths that start and finish on the A
and B boundaries, respectively, including arbitrary revisits to
states in the I set.20 The products of branching probabilities
therefore provide a statistical weight for each path between
states, and the sum defines a committor probability,45 CBa , the
probability that a random walk starting from a will encounter
a B minimum before it visits an A state.38
Hence
SS
kAB
=

1

兺
peq b苸B
B

CAb peq
b
b

and

SS
kBA
=

1

兺
peq a苸A
A

CBa peq
a
.
a

共3兲

An alternative to the SS approximation is obtained by considering a state space restricted to the A and B sets to give38
NSS
kAB
=

1

兺

pBeq b苸B

CAb peq
b
tb

and

NSS
kBA
=

1

兺

pAeq a苸A

CBa peq
a
,
ta

共4兲

where the superscript “NSS” stands for “non-SS.” Here tb is
the average waiting time for transitions between minimum b
and any minimum in the A or B sets, so that b 艋 tb. The SS
limit is defined by ṗi共t兲 → 0 for all i 苸 I. In this limit tb → b
because the waiting times in I minima are negligible, and we
recover the kSS results in Eq. 共3兲.2 Hence a comparison of
these rate constants provides a quantitative assessment of the
SS approximation for the static transition network in question, which is required for overall two-state kinetics to apply.
In fact, the SS formulation may be useful even when the
SS approximation is not accurate because it enables us to
break down the overall rate constants into a sum over paths
SS
or
directly. Paths that make the largest contributions to kAB
SS
kBA can be extracted from the network using Dijkstra’s
shortest-path algorithm46 or the recursive enumeration
algorithm.47,48 To do this, the edge weights are chosen to
match the product of branching probabilities in Eq. 共2兲, and
eq
the remaining factor of peq
a / a or pb / b is included when
comparing paths from different starting points.20,21 Each path
can therefore be written as a conditional occupation probability times a flux, as expected.49–52 We have used such
paths to choose pairs of local minima for subsequent connection attempts within the DPS framework,24,25 identifying
structures separated by the largest barriers, or corresponding
to short minimized distances but lacking a direct connection.
We now introduce W, the product of branching probabilities for a path ,39 which is useful in analyzing the conservation of the mean first-passage time 共MFPT兲 in Sec.
III B. If detailed balance is obeyed for every direct
connection, then it is straightforward to show that

eq
W peq
a / a = W− pb / b for a path from state a to state b,
where W− is the product of branching probabilities for the
reverse path.20 Summing over paths between the two states
a eq
b
then gives Cba peq
a / a = Cb pb / b, where Ca is the probability
that a path starting from a encounters a minimum b before
any other states in A 艛 B, etc. These results lead to an overall
detailed balance condition for the SS rate constants,
SS eq
SS eq
pB = kBA
pA , as noted in earlier work.20 This condition
kAB
NSS
NSS
and kBA
, or for the rate
does not necessarily hold for kAB
constants defined in Eq. 共6兲 below. Hence deviation from the
overall detailed balance condition provides a quantitative assessment of the SS approximation for the I minima.
The committor probabilities in Eqs. 共3兲 and 共4兲 can be
obtained iteratively using a first-step analysis53 with

C␣B =

P␤␣C␤B ,
兺
␤苸A

共5兲

where transitions into reactant minima 共here the A set兲 are
specifically excluded so that nonzero values can be defined
and calculated for CBa with a 苸 A. C␣A values are obtained
analogously, and the same framework has been used in studies of proteins to calculate the folding probability,10 P␣fold. We
have previously implemented successive over-relaxation54
共SOR兲 to obtain the committor probabilities using a compressed row storage scheme55 for the sparse branching probability matrix. This approach is also used in the present work
to check the results of the new GT 共NGT兲 procedure.
The mean waiting time for a transition from state ␣ to a
SS
and
directly connected state, ␣, is calculated directly, so kAB
SS
kBA are available once the committor probabilities are
known. To calculate the waiting times ta and tb that appear in
NSS
NSS
kAB
and kBA
, we can average over multiple kinetic Monte
Carlo 共KMC兲56–60 runs using the rejection-free scheme of
Bortz, Kalos, and Lebowitz 共BKL兲,56 as in previous work.38
The simulation time is incremented by ␣ for each state encountered before an A or B minimum is reached, so that an
average over different random number sequences provides
the MFPT between the starting state and A or B.
The final formulation of the rate constants that we consider here is obtained by averaging the MFPT, TBa, for a
product state in B to be reached over KMC trajectories initiated from each starting state, a, and similarly for interchange of A and B. The rate constants obtained by inverting
these MFPT values represent reference values for the given
network that depend only on the validity of the Markov assumption, assuming that all the transition rates and occupation probabilities are exact,
kAB =

1

兺

pBeq b苸B

peq
b
TAb

and

kBA =

1

兺

pAeq a苸A

peq
a
.
TBa

共6兲

We have previously referred to these rate constants using a
superscript “KMC,” but this superscript is omitted here to
emphasize that the values calculated from KMC, GT, and
NGT are formally equivalent. Obtaining these rate constants
using KMC is usually more computationally expensive than
the corresponding SS and NSS calculations because the corresponding MFPT includes an arbitrary number of revisits to
minima in the starting region, which increases exponentially
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as kBT decreases.38,61 The KMC approach used to calculate ta
and tb generally converges more rapidly because these runs
terminate as soon as they reach either reactants or products.
However, for sufficiently large databases, or overall barriers
that are large compared to kBT, we find that both the iterative
calculation of the committor probabilities and the KMC calculation of TBa or TAb become unfeasible. In such situations
we find that solution of the master equation by diagonalization of the transition matrix or weighted subspace projection
methods62 also encounters numerical problems, and attempts
SS
SS
to evaluate kAB
and kBA
by matrix multiplication20,63,64 converge too slowly. These problems motivated our previous
development of the GT approach, as described below.2,38,39
This framework provides kAB and kBA defined in Eq. 共6兲 via a
formally exact, deterministic algorithm, with a computational cost that is independent of the temperature and the
time scale of the slowest relaxation. The new formulation,
described in Sec. III B, provides the SS and NSS rate constants as a by-product, including the committor probabilities.
III. GRAPH TRANSFORMATION

The GT approach removes states from the network one
at a time, renormalizing branching probabilities and waiting
times to preserve the overall kinetics. This theory extends the
“leapfrog” moves to second neighbors described for KMC
calculations.22 It is also related to the absorbing Markov
chains approach of Novotny,65 the -leap algorithm,66–68 and
to methods that eliminate “flickering” associated with low
barriers in KMC trajectories.69–71 The principal difference is
that the GT procedure is applied successively to eliminate
complete sets of minima while conserving the MFPT’s of
interest.2,38,39 There are also connections to the mean value
analysis and aggregation/disaggregation techniques used in
the performance and reliability evaluation of queueing
networks,4,72–74 and to dynamic graph algorithms.75–78

minimum ␣ 苸 A 艛 B at this point correspond to transitions
from ␣ to any other minima in A or B, aside from ␣ itself.
Hence they do not correspond precisely to the committor
probabilities and waiting times in the expressions for the
NSS rate constants in Eq. 共4兲, as noted before.2,38 However,
if there is only one reactant state, say a, then 兺b苸B Pba
⬘ = 1,
NSS
a⬘ = TBa, and kBA
= kBA, once all the I states are removed. If
there is more than one reactant state, then for each of them
we remove all the other reactants using the same renormalization procedure, and this gives the appropriate a⬘ ⬅ TBa. kBA
is then evaluated by summing over reactant states weighted
according to the equilibrium occupation probabilities, as in
Eq. 共6兲.

B. New formulation

The new formulation, NGT, considered here differs from
the previous version in that steps from the starting state back
to itself, corresponding to P␤␤, are allowed in the renormalization. It is this feature that allows us to identify the branching probabilities and waiting times after removal of the I
states with the committor probabilities and waiting times in
Eq. 共4兲.
We again consider the effect of removing a state x on a
pathway corresponding to a Markov chain of states, which
arrives at state ␤ adjacent to x. Let ⌫ be the set of states
adjacent to either ␤ or x, but excluding x. In contrast to the
previous scheme,2,38,39 here we include ␤ 苸 ⌫ so that steps
from ␤ to ␤ are included explicitly rather than renormalized
away. We now define renormalized branching probabilities,
P␥␤
⬘ , for minima ␥ 苸 ⌫ so that the probability of stepping
from ␤ to ␥ is conserved. Before x is removed the set of
possible paths includes an arbitrary number of transitions
from x to itself before the step to ␥, so we need

A. Previous formulation

In our previous implementation of the GT approach, we
derived renormalized branching probabilities, P␥␤
⬘ , and waiting times, ␤⬘ , for state ␤ when one of its neighbors, state x,
is removed.2,38,39 The renormalized branching probabilities
and waiting time for a transition from ␤ to any state adjacent
to x or ␤, excluding ␤ and x themselves, were

⬘ =
P␥␤

P␥x Px␤ + P␥␤
1 − P ␤x P x␤

and

␤⬘ =

 ␤ + P x␤ x
.
1 − P ␤x P x␤

共7兲

We proved that successively removing states with repeated
renormalizations conserves the probability associated with
a ↔ b paths. It does not conserve the individual MFPT’s because all steps out of a given state are associated with the
same average time increment, ␤⬘ . However, the MFPT averaged over product states is conserved,2,38,39 as demonstrated
in detail for the new scheme in Sec. III B.
Since the renormalization excludes transitions back to ␤
itself, as for the BKL procedure,56 all the diagonal branching
probabilities are zero in this approach: P␤␤ = 0. In the first
phase of the calculation, we remove all the I states. The
corresponding branching probabilities and waiting times for

⬁

m
⬘ = P␥␤ + P␥x Px␤ 兺 Pxx
= P␥␤ +
P␥␤
m=0

P ␥x P x␤
.
1 − Pxx

共8兲

This renormalized transition probability from ␤ to ␥ therefore preserves the overall probability of this step in the absence of state x. The sum of the branching probabilities from
␤ is also conserved:
P P

⬘ = 兺 P␥␤ + 兺 ␥x x␤
兺 P␥␤
␥苸⌫
␥苸⌫
␥苸⌫ 1 − Pxx
= 1 − P x␤ +

共1 − Pxx兲Px␤
= 1.
1 − Pxx

共9兲

The renormalized waiting time, ␤⬘ , must allow for all the
possible x ↔ x transitions. ␤⬘ can be calculated directly by
summing a geometric progression, but a more general approach is to replace each branching probability P␣␤ by
P̃␣␤ = P␣␤ exp共␤兲 and employ the result
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d
P̃␣ ␣ P̃␣ ␣ P̃␣ ␣ ¯ P̃␣n−1␣n
d 1 2 2 3 3 4

册

=0

= P␣1␣2 P␣2␣3 P␣3␣4 . . . P␣n−1␣n共␣2 + ␣3 + ¯ + ␣n兲,
共10兲
giving the total waiting time multiplied by the probability
associated with the given chain. For any function of the
branching probabilities collected in the matrix P, we now
define f̃共P兲 = f共P̃兲. The function f̃共P兲 is therefore obtained
from f共P兲 by replacing every branching probability, P␤␣, by
P̃␤␣. Hence we obtain

␤⬘ =

兺
␥苸⌫

冋 册
d
P̃⬘
d ␥␤

=
=0

兺
␥苸⌫

= ␤ +

冋冉

d
P̃␥x P̃x␤
P̃␥␤ +
d
1 − P̃xx

冊册

P x␤ x
.
1 − Pxx

associated with every a ↔ b set of paths by renormalizing the
branching probabilities and waiting times of the states in ⌫.
Further states can be removed progressively by applying the
same transformation to the current renormalized values of
the branching probabilities.
Using W, the product of branching probabilities for
path , the total probability that the b ← a transition occurs
via one of the family of paths considered above can be written as

兺

3苸b←␥

共11兲

P␥x Px␤共x + 共1 − Pxx兲␤兲
.
共1 − Pxx兲2

Summing over ␥ now gives

兺
␥苸⌫

冉

P␥x Px␤共x + 共1 − Pxx兲␤兲
P␥␤␤ +
共1 − Pxx兲2

共12兲

P x␤ x
= ␤⬘ .
1 − Pxx

兺

=

3苸b←␥

冋

冊

W 1

W3 兺 共P␥␤ + P␥x Px␤ + P␥x Pxx Px␤
␥

⬘
W3, 兺 P␥␤
␥

兺

1苸␤←a

兺

1苸␤←a

W 1

W 1

d
⬘ 兺 W̃1
P̃␥␤
兺 W̃3␥兺
d 3苸b←␥
苸⌫
1苸␤←a
=

⬘ 兺
P␥␤
兺 W ␥兺
 苸b←␥
苸⌫
 苸␤←a
3

3

共13兲

We note here that direct transitions back into the same
state that occur before any renormalization make no difference to any of the calculated rate constants.22 When the
states in the network are local minima of a potential energy
surface, such transitions correspond to degenerate
rearrangements.21,79 Including such processes for a state ␣
simply rescales the initial branching probabilities, P␤␣ for
␤ ⫽ ␣, and the waiting time for any transition, ␣, by the
same factor of 1 − P␣␣. The rate constant expressions only
involve ratios of such quantities and are therefore unaffected.
The above transformations clearly conserve the probability and waiting time associated with the ␥ ← ␤ transition locally in the network. We now consider the overall conservation of transition probabilities between particular reactant
and product states and the MFPT between the reactant and
the product set. Consider the family of paths that start at
a 苸 A, arrive at minimum ␤ 苸 ⌫, step to ␥ 苸 ⌫ either directly
or with an arbitrary number of revisits to x, and ultimately
reach b 苸 B, where they terminate. Every path in this family
is associated with a product of branching probabilities, and
we wish to conserve the sum of these products by subsuming
the visits to x into renormalized branching probabilities. The
probability that ␥ 苸 ⌫ is the next member of the set ⌫ visited
after ␤ for the set of paths is P␥␤
⬘ , as calculated above. We
can therefore remove state x and conserve the probability

兺

1苸␤←a

共14兲

with ␥ 苸 ⌫. The contribution to the MFPT from these paths is
obtained by introducing W̃, corresponding to W where
every branching probability P␣␦ is replaced by
P̃␣␦ = P␣␦ exp共␦兲, as above. We therefore consider

共1 − Pxx兲Px␤共x + 共1 − Pxx兲␤兲
= 共1 − Px␤兲␤ +
共1 − Pxx兲2
= ␤ +

W 2

2
3
+ P␥x Pxx
Px␤ + P␥x Pxx
P x␤ + ¯ 兲

=0

2
共  ␤ + 3  x兲
P␥␤␤ + P␥x Px␤关共␤ + x兲 + Pxx共␤ + 2x兲 + Pxx

兺

3苸␥←␤

兺

=

This result can be verified directly by considering the series

+ ¯ 兴 = P␥␤␤ +

W 3

3苸b←␥

+

兺 W ␥兺
 苸b←␥
苸⌫
3

3

+

冋 册
1

兺
 苸b←␥
3

冋 册

⬘
dP̃␥␤
d

dW̃3
d

册

冋 册
=0

dW̃1
d

兺

=0

=0 1苸␤←a

W 1

⬘ 兺 W .
兺 P␥␤
 苸␤←a
1

=0 ␥苸⌫

1

Only the middle term changes when we renormalize after
removing state x from this part of the family of paths,

兺 W ␥兺
 苸b←␥
苸⌫
3

3

=

冋 册
⬘
dP̃␥␤
d

兺 W ␥兺
 苸b←␥
苸⌫
3

3

⫻

兺

1苸␤←a

W 1 ,

冉

兺

=0 1苸␤←a

P␥␤␤ +

W 1

P␥x Px␤共x + 共1 − Pxx兲␤兲
共1 − Pxx兲2

共15兲

冊
共16兲

as for Eq. 共12兲. If we now sum over product states, then
兺b苸B兺3苸b←␥W3 = 1 for any ␥, and the sum over ␥ becomes
␤⬘ = 兺␥ P␥␤
⬘ ␤⬘ , as in Eq. 共13兲. The MFPT from reactant state a
to product states B is therefore conserved if we associate the
renormalized waiting time ␤⬘ with the renormalized branching probability P␥␤
⬘ for all ␥ 苸 ⌫, and we can apply this transformation to any section of a family of trajectories that
passes through the set ⌫. The individual MFPT’s to particular product states are not conserved 共unless there is only one
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product state兲 because every step ␥ ← ␤ is associated with
the same averaged ␤⬘ .
The first part of an NGT calculation involves removing
all the i 苸 I states one at a time, renormalizing at each step.
We identify the renormalized branching probabilities and
waiting times at the end of this phase by a superscript I.
These branching probabilities can be summed to obtain committor probabilities

兺 PbaI = PBaI ⬅ CBa

and

b苸B

兺 PabI = PAbI ⬅ CAb .

共17兲

a苸A

In the previous GT scheme, the branching probabilities did
not allow return to the same state, and so the above connection did not exist. In fact, the renormalized branching probabilities and waiting times after all I states have been removed in the previous scheme correspond to the NGT values
I
for the state in question. The ratios redivided by 1 − P␣␣
NSS
NSS
and kBA
are therefore
quired for the calculation of kAB
available in both schemes.
The waiting times ta and tb required in Eq. 共4兲 correspond to the average waiting time for a transition out of the
state in question to any member of the A and B sets. This is
simply the renormalized waiting time for the a or b state in
question once all the I states have been removed, so that
ta = Ia and tb = Ib at this point. We therefore obtain
SS
=
kAB

1

兺

pBeq b苸B

NSS
=
kAB

1

兺

I
PAb
peq
b
b
I
PAb
peq
b

pBeq b苸B

Ib

and

and

SS
kBA
=

1

兺

pAeq a苸A

NSS
kBA
=

1

I
PBa
peq
a
,
a

兺

pAeq a苸A

I
PBa
peq
a

Ia

共18兲
.

SS
SS
and kBA
are just the exThe waiting times required for kAB
pected waiting times for a transition from the given state to
any directly connected state in the original database, i.e.,
a = 1 / 兺␦k␦a and b = 1 / 兺␦k␦b. a and b therefore correspond
to the initial values of the waiting time for these states before
any renormalization.
To complete the calculation of kAB and kBA, we save the
renormalized branching probabilities and waiting times after
removing all the I states. Then for each member of the A and
B sets, we remove all other members of the same set to
produce final renormalized branching probabilities and waiting times that we will label with a superscript F. Hence, for a
F
for every b 苸 B, together
given state a 苸 A, we obtain Pba
F
F
F
F
with a . At this point, Paa = 1 − 兺b苸B Pba
= 1 − PBa
and Fa corresponds to the mean waiting time for a transition to any
b 苸 B or back to a. The MFPT for a transition from a to B is
therefore
F
F
F 2
F 3
Fa PBa
共1 + 2Paa
+ 3共Paa
兲 + 4共Paa
兲 + ¯兲
F
F 2
F
= Fa PBa
/共1 − Paa
兲 = Fa /PBa
.

共19兲

F
F
and TAb = Fb / PAb
Hence for Eq. 共6兲 we identify TBa = Fa / PBa
and obtain

kAB =

1

兺

pBeq b苸B

F eq
PAb
pb

Fb

and

kBA =

1

兺

pAeq a苸A

F eq
PBa
pa

Fa

, 共20兲

A calculation of kAB within the NGT scheme produces
SS
NSS
and kAB
directly, providing a quantitative assessboth kAB
ment of an overall two-state description for the kinetics, including the definition of the A and B states. The results described in the following section were obtained after
improving the efficiency and numerical precision in several
ways. For example, to retain numerical precision in the calculation of 1 − Pxx for values of Pxx that approach unity, we
can write 1 − Pxx = 兺 j⫽x P jx and we evaluated the latter sum
directly when Pxx ⬎ 0.99. During the renormalization procedure the number of states is reduced by one at every step, but
the number of nonzero branching probabilities can increase
or decrease. At the beginning of the calculation, the branching matrix is generally sparse, and a compressed row storage
scheme55 provides an appropriate data structure. However, as
the size of the matrix decreases, the density of nonzero elements increases, and eventually it becomes more efficient to
store the full matrix. The results described in Sec. IV were
obtained by switching to the dense storage scheme when
more than 2% of the elements became nonzero, so long as
fewer than 11 000 states remained. Although the rate constants do not depend on the order in which the states are
removed, the execution time can vary significantly for a
sparse transition probability matrix. As for the previous GT
implementation, we therefore removed the I states with fewest connections first.39 We also summed the transition probabilities over all product states during the second phase of
each NGT calculation, where branches to the other reactant
states are removed for each reactant in turn. All the tests
were conducted with the PATHSAMPLE program, available for
download under the Gnu General Public License.80
IV. TESTS

A number of tests were performed to check both the
accuracy and efficiency of the NGT scheme. The committor
probabilities and MFPT’s can be calculated using successive
over-relaxation 共SOR兲54 and a compressed row storage
scheme55 for the branching probability matrix. For example,
the MFPT to the B region for state ␣ satisfies
TB␣ = ␣ + 兺␤ P␤␣TB␤, with TBb = 0 for all b 苸 B. The waiting
times ta and tb that occur in Eq. 共4兲 can also be found from
KMC simulations, as in previous work.38 We therefore comSS
SS
pared the NGT results for kAB
and kBA
with committor probNSS
NSS
with SOR and
abilities obtained from SOR; kAB and kBA
KMC results for ta and tb, and with GT; kAB and kBA with
separate KMC, SOR, and GT results for TAb and TBa. Direct
diagonalization of the master equation was compared to GT
in previous work.38 Accurate eigenvalues could not be obtained for any of the examples in Table I by diagonalization
of the transition matrix or weighted subspace projection
methods.62 Precise agreement between the other methods
was obtained in every case where the calculations could be
converged. A variety of small networks were checked first,
including cases where the SS, NSS, and KMC rate constants
are significantly different. Details are omitted for brevity. A
more practical test was provided by the stationary point database previously obtained in DPS studies25 of the threestranded ␤-sheet peptide Beta3s.81 In fact, it was necessary
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SS
NSS
TABLE I. Total execution time in seconds for a single AMD 248 processor required to calculate kSS
AB, kBA, kAB ,
kNSS
BA , kAB, and kBA from NGT, and kAB and kBA from SOR results for the MFPT’s. The relaxation parameter used
in the SOR calculations was 1.999 in each case, and the timings correspond to convergence of the MFPT to
three significant figures. Results of KMC runs are also provided for the cases that could be converged 共to two
or three significant figures兲. Nmin and Nts are the total number of states and connections corresponding to
nonzero branching probabilities in each case. The number of states varies in the first batch of tests according to
the threshold barrier height ⌬Fbarrier, which is used in a recursive regrouping scheme 共Refs. 23 and 25兲. Blank
entries correspond to calculations that were unconverged.

k BT
共kcal/mol兲

⌬Fbarrier

Nmin

Nts

NGT
共s兲

SOR
共s兲

KMC
共s兲

0.592
0.592
0.592
0.592
0.592
0.592
0.592
1.0
2.0
3.0
5.0

10.0
5.0
4.9
4.8
4.7
4.6
4.5
¯
¯
¯
¯

64
272
630
1 018
1 457
1 883
2 344
40 000
40 000
40 000
40 000

63
287
650
1 049
1 507
1 957
2 462
58 410
58 410
58 410
58 410

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
34.7
35.3
39.2
41.1

8
13
550
930
2 337
60 347
217 830

18
85 138
1 437 600a

281
122 242

1 020 540a

a

Converged to only two significant figures.

to consider a relatively small subset of this database containing only 40 000 minima and 58 410 transition states in order
to converge the SOR calculations for the MFPT. To further
accelerate the SOR calculations, calculations were run at
higher temperatures or using a free energy regrouping
scheme to reduce the number of states.23,25 As expected, the
NGT timings are almost temperature independent, and
change by less than 10% for the different regrouping thresholds in this range 共Table I兲. Timings for KMC calculations of
the MFPT using the BKL algorithm56 are also given where
convergence was possible. These KMC runs used the leapfrog scheme described elsewhere22 to speed up the simulations for low barriers where the product of forward and reverse branching probabilities exceeded 0.9. More
sophisticated KMC schemes would be needed to treat most
of these test cases.61
The relaxation parameter, , used in the SOR calculations was 1.999 in each case, which was generally the largest
value for which the iterations exhibited stable behavior for
both TAb and TBa. The optimal rate of convergence is actually
determined by the spectral radius of the branching probability matrix.82 The SOR timings should therefore be regarded
as upper bounds since specific optimization of  might be
possible.82 Nevertheless, the efficiency of the NGT calculations seems clear from these comparisons. The SOR calculations for the database without any regrouping run fastest at
the temperature where the smallest of the two rate constants,
kAB and kBA, has its largest value.
V. CONCLUSIONS

An alternative renormalization scheme has been described that enables us to extract global kinetic properties
from a transition network modeled as a graph theory representation of a Markov chain. As for the previous GT
procedure,2,38,39 the calculation is noniterative and nonstochastic, and the operation count is independent of tempera-

ture 共or total energy for microcanonical kinetics兲. The new
formulation 共NGT兲 enables committor probabilities for transitions from each state to product or reactant to be calculated
directly, along with the corresponding waiting times. Twostate rate constants can therefore be compared automatically
under the additional assumptions of equilibrium within the
product and reactant regions, and a steady-state approximation for states classified as intervening. Comparing these results as a function of regrouping thresholds21,23,25,63,64,83 for
the states in the transition network can then provide useful
insight into whether a two-state description is appropriate.
The GT and NGT schemes are the only methods that we
have been able to apply successfully to large transition networks and systems with slow overall kinetics. The computational complexity of the NGT algorithm is essentially the
same as for GT, as described in previous work.39
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